The main aim of this paper is to study the characteristics of current information processing systems and to consider if the introduction of special-purpose hardware can increase the range of functions supported by future systems. The present nonnumerical applications of information processing systems are reviewed and a spectrum of applications is introduced to cluster the systems by the nature of data they manage. The systems that present the most unresolved problems of management are identified and a study of their functional requirements and characteristics is proposed; the functionalities for their effective implementations are underlined. Special-purpose hardware that is being proposed in the literature is considered and a grouping of its different architectures is introduced to reflect its differentiation from the von Neumann architecture. The special-purpose hardware devices that are being developed are considered, to show what aspects of future information processing systems their introduction in computer systems can improve.
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The main aim of this paper is to study the characteristics of current information processing systems, and to consider if the introduction of special-purpose hardware can increase the range of functions supported by future systems. Attention is concentrated on the study of nonnumerical applications. These have as their primary objective the management of data for information processing systems.

Considered in terms of the structure of the data and of the types of processing supported, information processing systems represent a very large class. Consequently, a categorization is provided. The systems that have been studied least are those systems with the least formal structuring of their data, such as office automation systems, and they are identified as less structured data systems (LSDS).

To achieve the aim of the paper, it is necessary to show the distinctive characteristics of LSDS in contrast to other types of information processing systems. The characteristics that distinguish LSDS and their functional requirements are also discussed.

The characteristics of the special-purpose hardware that is being designed and developed for use with orthodox computer systems is examined, and a functional classification is introduced to group the special-purpose hardware devices by their main functions. Their impact on conventional computer systems by improving the systems' capabilities for information processing is discussed.

The role of special-purpose hardware in LSDS is described and its probable effect on such systems in the next decade is considered.

INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS

This paper concentrates on nonnumerical applications. These applications have as their primary objective the management of data for information processing systems, in contrast to numerical applications which use the computer principally to perform calculations.

The distinctive features of numerical applications in respect of the computational resources they need are:

- a fast processor for performing calculations,
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- very large amounts of available computational time (in multiuser environments),
- large main memory areas for the storage of partial results,
- very little I/O and secondary storage utilization.

In contrast, the characteristics of nonnumerical applications in respect of their utilization of computer resources are:

- little use of computational time,
- the execution time is not critical,
- very heavy I/O, in particular between main memory and disc memory,
- the size of main memory is not critical, but higher application performance can be achieved by the use of larger memory,
- the size of secondary memory, mainly disc memory, is usually essential.

The nonnumerical applications have as their primary objective the management of data for information processing systems. Considered in terms of the structure of the data and of the types of processing supported, information processing systems represent a very large class. But each actual implementation of these systems represents a compromise between an ideal system that accomplishes all the users’ requirements and a possible real finished product that can be implemented within the limited capabilities of present computer systems. In consequence there is a wide range of systems, each of which specializes in dealing with a group of specific real-world applications, because each group of applications has some intrinsic characteristics.

Each type of system implements the users’ principal requirements in an efficient way and the other requirements less efficiently. There are many users’ requirements that have to be taken into consideration during the design phase of a system, but two types of requirements play major roles, namely the acceptable response time to users’ queries and the nature and quantity of data that has to be managed.

Response time

The achievement of a rapid response time is incompatible in present systems with the management of large volumes of data. Therefore, although it is possible to implement fast systems, they have to manage very well structured and ‘objective’ data, or if the response time is not critical, then less structured and ‘descriptive’ data can be managed.

It seems appropriate to introduce an example for each of these types of system to clarify the distinctions.

An example of the first type of system is an automated inventory system. The system manages information about the goods stored in a warehouse. The data held for each type of stock item can include: a unique inventory number, date of arrival of the goods in the warehouse, dimensions, weight and a short description of the item. The users can query the system about individual stock items or on statistics derived from the stored data. The users utilize the answers obtained from the system to assist in making management decisions about the operation of the business.

Nature and quantity of data

An example of the second type of system is the automated information retrieval (IR) system that manages the description of documents in a library. Here the objects being processed by the application are the documents. In present day IR systems only descriptions of the documents are stored, essentially because of disc storage space. There are only a few exceptions to this, where the full document is stored together with its description, but they are usually for specific applications such as legal IR systems. In general, for each document the data stored could be: author(s), title, type of publication, date of publication and keywords or index terms to identify the content of each document. The users can query the system using these items. The users do not usually use the answers to take decisions or actions, but use the retrieved information to locate the original documents in the library.

The final targets of the users, therefore, are not the descriptions of the documents held by the system, but the original documents whose existence and location are revealed by the system.

Between the extremes typified by these two examples, it is possible to distinguish many types of system that implement different application types.

The inventory control example, which processes details of goods stored in a warehouse, has shown that this type of system manages the relevant attributes of the entities of the application; but for this type of application the descriptions are only of external characteristics of the subjects. This means that, in general, attribute values are not the result of subjective judgement when the data is collected. Because of their deterministic nature these values can be called data.

At the other end of the range, the second example shows that there are systems that manage the descriptions of the information content of the application entities. For example, to describe the contents of a document is not a deterministic process, because either the contents can be seen and described in different ways by different people or because the descriptions have to reflect different users’ requirements. These descriptions can be identified by the term paradata. The prefix ‘para’ is used to denote that the stored descriptions are subsidiary to the complete information on the entity that the user of the system is looking for. The complete information can be stored internally in the system (as in office automation systems) or it can be held externally to it (as for many IR systems), but in both kinds of systems the users utilize the answers to their queries as references to the final useful information.

If a system stores the full contents of every document, it is not sufficient for the user to have a system that only manages the contents. The system must also be able to manage the descriptions together with the contents. This type of system therefore has to support users with two
levels of access: at the first level the users need to 'browse' through the descriptions, because it is not feasible to access the complete database without some sort of indexing. This means that the users need to see the descriptions through a representational method of the application. At the second level they need to browse through a set of potentially relevant documents that have been identified by the system at the first level.

The distinction introduced between systems that manage data and systems that manage paradata is very important, because it means that the first type of system serves to inform the users directly through the managed data about the subject of the application; the second type of system, however, informs the users of the existence of items that could be relevant to them.

All the systems, through the whole range, have certain characteristics in common with the DBMS that traditionally manage highly structured data, but the different types of systems present different capabilities that are necessary for the management of systems containing data with different degrees of structuring.

A diagrammatic representation of the spectrum of information processing systems is proposed in Figure 1. The systems on the left of the scale can be characterized by restricted input selection criteria, fixed formal records and the importance of fast access to the data to give rapid answers. In contrast, the systems on the right are not response-time critical, but their importance lies in retrieving all the potentially pertinent documents to a users query. They need also to be flexible, as they manage variable format records of essentially descriptive information.

In Figure 1, DBMS-I indicates database management systems with two levels of data representation; external and internal levels. DBMS-2 implies DBMS with three levels of data representation; external, conceptual and internal. DBMS+D/DS are the DBMS that have been developed by means of a data dictionary system (D/DS) which users can consult. D/DS indicates the data dictionary/directory systems that are used in the enterprise independently from a DBMS, for documentation purposes. DSS stands for decision support systems, OAS is the abbreviation of office automation systems and videotex indicates all the different viewdata systems (e.g. some of the systems it is possible to use in the UK are Prestel, Ceefax, Oracle). Online stands for the online bibliographic databases, namely the commercial systems that manage bibliographic references (e.g. Dialog and Orbit), and IR stands for automatic information retrieval systems.

Much work has been done on the realization of effective applications through the systems depicted on the left of the dotted line in Figure 1. The special-purpose hardware that has been designed and developed so far is essentially for an introduction to computer systems that have to support applications of these systems, as discussed below.

The remainder of the paper concentrates on the characteristics of systems to the right of the dotted line in Figure 1; identified throughout the paper by the abbreviation LSDS. Many applications of these systems have been implemented, but it is still very difficult to build effective applications, because of the limitations of the present computer equipment. In fact, it is believed that the addition to the present computer systems of hardware specifically built for these kinds of applications or the construction of architecturally new computer systems, are the routes to follow to make effective applications of the OAS, videotex, online and IR types possible.

MANAGEMENT OF LSDS

The main difference between information processing systems that manage a prevalent part of paradata, or LSDS, and systems that handle a predominant part of data, is that the LSDS have to utilize a more complex method of representation of the reality relevant to the application.

All systems depicted in Figure 1 have to use a representational method of reality of the automated application (later in the paper the short form 'representational method' will be used), but the method used needs to be more and more sophisticated ranging from left to right across the systems. In fact, a system that acts as a manager of the contents of stored documents (a document can be a letter, a report, an article, a book etc., depending on the type of LSDS), has to be able to communicate explicitly the method of document content representation used to the users of the system. The IR systems are at the end of the spectrum of these systems because they would need, to be really efficient, a representational method of the level of knowledge that is understood in the discipline or disciplines pertinent to the automated application.

The theoretical problems of knowledge representation are, as yet, unresolved issues, but one can hope for some advancements in the near future, since research is going on in very different areas, from artificial intelligence to sociology (for example, Negrotti presents an innovative sociological approach).

A consequence of this fact is that all the present information processing systems have to use imperfect and empirical knowledge representation methods. These methods, however, have different levels of sophistication that can be evaluated by two significant factors:

• the representational method that the system utilizes has to be like a guide for the users of the system, and has to lead to pertinent information without preventing the users from ‘browsing’ into the system with unforeseen research paths,
• the representational method has to have internal capabilities to permit or make easy the dynamic redefinition and the update of the entities’ descriptions.

Figure 1. Spectrum of information processing systems
For instance, some of the knowledge representation methods that are employed in IR-type systems are subject indexes, thesauri and semantic networks. Only a few experimental systems with an implementation of both the factors described above have been developed so far. One example is a study of the utilization of semantic networks as a representational method in an automatic IR system for a documentary application of the DOC system$^{3-5}$. 

The main problem in the utilization of sophisticated representation methods is that the better representation is at present completely implemented by means of software, because the capabilities of current computer systems are not designed for the necessary operations; a short account of the capabilities of conventional computer systems is given below.

**Application of 90/10 Rule to LSDS**

The most common operations that a conventional information processing system has to execute on the records that store the application data are:

- the records potentially pertinent to the user query are transferred from secondary storage to main memory buffer in order to search through them in a sequential manner, thus keeping only those most likely to be relevant; the sequentiality of these operations is enforced by current computer systems architecture, because these operations would logically be performed in parallel or in an associative way,
- the user query is solved and the subset of pertinent records is extracted from the set constructed in the above operation; the user query is usually a boolean and/or an arithmetic expression of predicates, but the resolution of a query of an LSDS is more complicated than the resolution of queries of the other systems, because the query predicates are not restricted to the exact match in fixed fields and are often used for the cooccurrence of predicates within a particular context or a specified number of words$^6$.

The percentage of the total records stored by a database management system that is necessary to read and manage in the two operations defined above has been estimated for very large databases. Hsiao$^7$ introduced the 90/10 rule for the execution of both the operations in current database management systems. This rule says that only 10% of all the records transferred from secondary storage to main storage are kept for the second phase, and again, in the second phase, only 10% of all the previously kept records is really pertinent to the user query. The mean percentage of the really pertinent records in each of the two phases is thus 10% for very large databases.

This evaluation cannot be directly applied to LSDS, because the first operative phase can be realized in a completely different manner in the LSDS, so that its direct extension could be wrong. A corresponding evaluation for some of the LSDS has not yet been done, but the main difference is the use of a more sophisticated representation method in the LSDS, as shown below.

The representation method acts in the first operative phase of LSDS as a filter to identify the potentially relevant records. This filter can be implemented in many different ways, but its effect on the architecture of an operational system is sometimes underestimated when studying the introduction of special-purpose hardware in the architecture of future computer systems to be used in managing information processing systems. The following example of a class of automatic IR systems can help in clarifying this difference.

The example is based on the IR and online systems that are implemented through a system which manages the data in an inverted file organization by means of the systems that are based on the inversion of all the record attributes the users can use in the formulation of their queries; in these systems the inversion is always implemented for the keyword or index term attribute. The system then creates and updates a directory for each attribute on which the inversion is made; the directory containing all the lists of pointers referring to the records containing a specific occurrence of the attribute. The storage space necessary to keep all the directories so constructed is equal to four times the storage space necessary to maintain the data records themselves in systems of a comparable size with databases investigated by Hsiao. This means that in the first phase of such a system, there are extracted subsets of these directories and not of the data records, and the operations of the query resolution of the second phase are made from these lists. Each operation of list transfer from mass storage to main memory does not imply a transfer of 100% useful data, because of the I/O buffers' dimensions and the lists' records organization, but the major part is pertinent. The unnecessary data has not been experimentally calculated in existing systems, but it can be estimated to be around 10% of all the transferred data, and in this case the 90/10 rule is inverted.

At the beginning of this section it was shown that the query to the LSDS can be more complicated than in other systems. Consequently, the 90/10 rule remains applicable for the LSDS only if the query is of the same complexity as in other systems. If the query is more complicated, it can be necessary to iterate the first phase more than once. If this does happen, comparability with other systems no longer exists, and this case cannot be considered. When the user query has been resolved, and the list of pointers to pertinent data records has been created, the data records are transferred from secondary memory to main memory, in order to make them available to the user. This is a third phase that does not exist for the database management systems, because at this stage the set of pertinent records has been created in DBMS.

In conclusion, the LSDS that are implemented with an inverted file organization need to have access to less records during the first and the second phases, but it is necessary to add a third phase to complete the answer for the user.

The previous example has shown that, for a specific implementation class of LSDS, the 90/10 rule may not be applicable, depending on the data these systems have to
manage. Consequently, when an LSDS has to be designed, it is very important to study its peculiar functional characteristics in advance. It is undesirable to transfer directly the results of an implementation study done for other systems, particularly if an attempt is made to add to the study only an analysis of the functional characteristics of text management. Some other peculiar functional characteristics of the LSDS are illustrated below.

**Evaluation criteria for LSDS**

A characteristic feature of LSDS is that if a logical/semantic connection has not been implemented during the insertion phase of the data into the system, this data can not be retrieved in that semantic context. This means that the evaluation criteria are different for LSDS. In fact, for the evaluation of the efficiency of one of these systems, it is necessary to use the ‘classical’ contingency table shown in Table 1, and the measures of effectiveness that can be derived from it.

If the LSDS stores the whole documents, then \( N \) in Table 1 is the number of stored documents; if the system stores a description of each document, \( N \) indicates the number of the document descriptions kept by the system. The same distinction between document and document description applies to sets \( A \) and \( B \); later on in the paper it is mentioned as the document for both the cases, whole document or description of it. \( A \) is the set of relevant documents to the user’s query that the system is storing. \( \bar{A} \) is the set of nonrelevant documents that are stored in the system. \( B \) is the set of documents that the system is able to retrieve to answer the user’s query. \( \bar{B} \) is the set of non-retrieved documents by the system, both relevant and nonrelevant ones.

Only the precision and recall effectiveness measures that can be derived from the contingency table are reported here, because an in-depth treatment of the other measurements is beyond the scope of this paper. A good study of evaluation of IR systems can be found in Reference 8.

The precision measure is defined as the ratio of the number of relevant documents retrieved to the total number of documents retrieved by the system to answer the user’s query, i.e.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|B|}
\]

**Table 1. Contingency table, so-called even though it has little in common with the homonymous statistical tables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Relevant</th>
<th>Nonrelevant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retrieved</td>
<td>( A \cap B )</td>
<td>( \bar{A} \cap B )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not retrieved</td>
<td>( A \cap \bar{B} )</td>
<td>( \bar{A} \cap \bar{B} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>( \bar{A} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The recall measure is defined as the ratio of the number of relevant documents retrieved to the total number of relevant documents that have or have not been retrieved by the system (the term ‘relevant documents’ means all the documents existing in the system) to answer the user’s query, i.e.

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A|}
\]

Some conclusions can be now drawn; special-purpose hardware that has to be used as part of a computer system devoted to the running of LSDS has to be designed to fulfill the operations that in many current systems are processed by a type of filter lying between the data records and the users, in the form of software. The new LSDS that use special-purpose hardware have to improve upon the present measures of effectiveness, especially in providing better precision and recall measures.

**Functionalities and functional requirements of LSDS**

This section deals with the functionalities and functional requirements with which an LSDS must comply under contemporary design. It is evident that some functionalities and requirements are dependent upon the specific application for which the LSDS is used. It is not the aim of this section to deal with all the different sets of requirements that every type of LSDS must comply, but its scope is to identify the subset of requirements that each LSDS needs to have independently from the specific application for which the system is used. This is a useful subset of requirements to bear in mind when the introduction of special-purpose hardware is envisaged in a computer system to be used for LSDS. Where it is possible, the checklist form is used for the exposition.

An illustration is developed below (Figure 2) by analysing a system into three main functional components:

- the input/query component which can be broken down into the two subcomponents of documents description/data entry and users’ queries,
- the processing/storage component, which uses the same representation method for processing the data as that used in the input/query component but also stores or retrieves the documents according to whether it has triggered an update or a request,
- the output component which answers to the user’s queries; the system answer can request a feedback in both the input/query subcomponents and in between them. In fact, the answer can request a revision of document descriptions (this revision can be due also to changes in the user’s requirements), since it is difficult to use the present document descriptions properly in the formulation of the query or in the understanding of the answer. Alternatively, it can request a modification (extension or reduction) of the initial query because the user now knows more about the subject through the received answer.
The feedback that has been identified in Figure 2 with the input/query component operates in all current LSDS, but the two remaining feedbacks introduced here have not yet been implemented.

**Input/query component**

This component can be broken down into two subcomponents: data entry and user query processor. This is a crucial component, not only because it is the main user interface with the system, but also because the choices which are made at this level affect the operation of the overall system. As has been shown above, the knowledge representation method is fundamental to the functioning of the system, and the decision on the representation method has to be taken at this level. It is dependent directly upon this decision whether the whole document is to be searchable or nonsearchable, if only keywords and/or index terms are searchable or if a simultaneous searching of the whole document and of its description is to be allowed. If a description of each document is entered into the system, it is important to note that the description is a transcription of the conceptual analysis in a controlled language.

The conceptual analysis of the document is carried out bearing in mind the informative users requirements, and the main target of each description is then to foresee the keywords or terms the users are going to use to retrieve the documents. Each description, however, is prepared at a specific time and the users requirements are changing all the time. It is therefore necessary to introduce into the component two feedback mechanisms, as in Figure 2; between the output component and the document description part of the input/query component, and feedback between the query subcomponent and the document description. In current systems, neither of these two feedback mechanisms are usually implemented. In fact, both of them imply the implementation of an automatic mechanism to trigger the manual redefinition of the document description, and this second action can be much more difficult to implement.

Another decision that has to be taken at this level is whether the system has to be able to communicate with other systems. This could involve a node of a distributed system or sophisticated interfaces to be used by users who are cognisant with different systems but not with the language and conventions of this specific system. If the latter is the case, a specific representation method can be chosen to facilitate vocabulary compatibility, while specific research paths can be chosen and implemented to make the query formulation easier for different users.

Finally, the data that has to be entered has some common characteristics; most data is textual in completely or partially free format, and has to be retrieved through either exact or partial match, in which case it is necessary to define the roots of terms of variable lengths.

**Processing/storage component**

The main characteristics of the datafiles include the following.

- The file sizes are larger than those of most other applications, and they accumulate information because the data is seldom deleted from the system. This is certainly true for the IR and online systems, and is true for a limited subset of the data stored by videotex systems and for a substantial part of the data managed by DSS and OAS.
- The most common type of update has one characteristic that is directly related to that above; the usual update operations are the insertions of new data records, followed by the modifications of previously stored records because of input errors and, finally, delete operations, which rarely occur.
- The number of record types is usually very small.
- Most of the fields are of variable length and it can be difficult to foresee the maximum length of most of them.
- The records can contain one or more keys, but the key concept is not typical of this data, being enforced for operational reasons.
- The users cannot insert or modify the data records in most of the LSDS, but they can extract (not in online type systems) a data subset from the system, modify and manipulate it in their work area and store it in their disc area.
- For most of these systems, problems of security can arise if personal details of users are entered on files.

**Output component**

The need for a feedback mechanism between this component and the query subcomponent has been referred to above.

An important feature of this output component is that it
has to be able to support the user properly in the query formulation. In understanding the answer (some systems are very obscure) and in the possible query reformulation, the user has to be aware of all the system's capabilities, beyond which different interactive levels of help have to be set up to facilitate effective communication with different categories of users.

The output component has to provide different output media, in particular if the system is cooperating with other systems (so that it can communicate by cable, satellite etc.), but also because it can be useful to produce the output on a medium that is easy to send, e.g. microfiche or computer output microfiche (COM).

ARE CONVENTIONAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS SUITABLE FOR INFORMATION PROCESSING?

In the late '60s and early '70s two main factors brought about the question of whether or not conventional computer systems are suitable for information processing:

- the cost of hardware showing a steadily decreasing trend for the future,
- the increase in the use of computer systems for non-numerical applications and, in particular, through database management systems (DBMS-1 and DBMS-2) and information retrieval systems (IR and online).

The first factor has made it possible to contemplate wider uses of hardware components than in the past. The second factor has revealed the limits of the architecture of traditional computer systems. The main characteristics of conventional computer systems are summarised below to clarify the unusual characteristics of the new special-purpose hardware devices that are introduced here with a functional classification.

Main characteristics of conventional computer systems

Conventional computer systems have been built mainly to perform scientific calculations, rather than management and storage of information and data. In fact, the architecture of computer systems has remained essentially the same for many years. Computers have also been classified into four different generations, because of the diverse qualities of the technology involved in their construction. This common computer architecture is the so-called von Neumann architecture, von Neumann being the first to present a complete analysis of computer architecture from a logical point of view.

The von Neumann computer is basically a machine built to perform fast and reliable computations, and the architecture has been designed to optimise this basic function. Its main characteristics are:

- a unique component with logical control power over all the operations to be performed in a rigorous sequential manner,
- a single component computing, storing the data and communicating with the outside world,
- main memory cells of fixed size that are organized in a linear way,
- the cells are addressed in a linear manner,
- the machine language is a low-level language that performs simple operations on elementary operands.

Functional classification of special-purpose hardware

Since the early 1970s, a number of special-purpose hardware devices have been designed, and some of these have been built experimentally. The common design aim of these devices is to incorporate, in the hardware, some of the functions most frequently used for the management of the information processing systems. These are implemented through software within conventional computer systems (the most important ones have been illustrated above). It is not an aim of this paper to present the technological characteristics of these devices, these being already well documented; Reference 10 can be used to refer to the pertinent literature, while some introductory and survey references are References 7 and 11-15.

The aim here is to group the devices, depending on their main functions and on the possibility of their introduction into a conventional computer system, to improve the computer capabilities in supporting information processing systems.

The devices are grouped in three classes (C1, C2 and C3) because of their common characteristics and because of their variance from the von Neumann architecture.

C1 — 'internal' devices

These are devices that have been designed to replace a part of a conventional computer system. The replacement would essentially change the performance of the computer system by a reduction in the execution time for some operations, rather than a radical change in the overall architecture. For this reason, these devices are called internal devices; they work inside the conventional computer system architecture. Bubbly memory and associative memory are significant examples of these devices. Some of them can be effectively used as components of the machines of class C2.

C2 — 'external' devices

These are devices that substantially modify the conventional computer architecture, and for this reason are called external. In fact, they are external to the conventional architecture and they interact with it to create a new architecture. These are special-purpose machines, because they are designed to perform operations that are not typical of the traditional architecture. They are special purpose in data management operations such as update, insert, delete and comparison of data records. Examples of these devices are the database machine and the database computer.
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C3 — 'new' generation computer systems

The typical devices to be included in this class are the new generation (sometimes called fifth generation) computer systems that are the final target of the national project launched in Japan to produce machines for the applications of the 1990s. These computer systems have a completely different architecture from von Neumann machines and they are introduced briefly below. It is also possible to include in this class machines that are being built elsewhere (some machines have been designed and built experimentally in Europe and in the USA) to achieve a substantially different architecture from the traditional architecture; some examples are given below.

Components of LSDS in which special-purpose hardware devices have been introduced

Many devices of the C2 class that have been developed so far have been designed essentially for data management and not to cope with the functionalities of LSDS.

Before analysing some of these devices, the classes of special-purpose hardware, introduced above, are related in this section to the functional components of LSDS that have been illustrated in Figure 2, specifying those that can be supported by the introduction of special-purpose hardware. An exhaustive analysis of the introduction of special-purpose parallel hardware for the effectiveness of IR-type systems can be found in Reference 15.

Most of the present devices of classes C1 and C2 have been designed to support some of the functions of the processing/storage component. Few of them have been designed for the input/query component or for the output component.

The functionalities illustrated in the section on the input/query component which can be improved by the introduction of special-purpose hardware devices are those related to the data and text entry process for the input subcomponent, and those of exact and partial match of index terms and keywords for the queries subcomponent. The machine presented in Reference 16 demonstrates the improvements that can be achieved in the query subcomponent with the introduction of a special hardware device; in fact one of its characteristics is to allow the users to ask imprecise questions, that is with spelling mistakes or with words missing from sentences. Some aspects of the input/query component are analysed in References 17 and 18 on the design of the devices of classes C1 and C2. In Reference 19, new hardware of class C1 to support both input and output functions is presented.

As referred to above, many devices have been developed for the improvement of some of the functions that are performed by the parts of the processing/storage component. Among the internal devices there are the associative memories that can be used to speed file searching, and many devices have been developed to improve secondary storage performances. Some different techniques/devices have been introduced for the implementation of efficient sorting and merging mechanisms. Many external devices have so far been developed for the realization of the functionalities of the processing/storage component, but they are generally database management oriented and specifically for relational databases.

ADVANCES IN SPECIAL-PURPOSE HARDWARE FOR MANAGEMENT OF LSDS

It is clear from the discussion above that the conventional computer system architecture is not a suitable architecture for the management of LSDS. In fact, it is not directly suitable for the management of the content of main-memory subsets of a variable number of cells which correspond to data records of variable dimensions transferred from mass storage, especially if it is necessary to make several comparisons between data records which would be processed efficiently in parallel instead of in sequence, and whose final purpose is to extract only those records that meet a predicate.

In the next sections some special-purpose hardware now being developed and built is taken into consideration, to determine whether it is suitable for insertion in a computer system used essentially to manage LSDS.

Database machines

As is implicit in their name, the database machines that have been constructed so far have been designed to execute efficiently some database operations. This means that each of these machines operates in a symbiotic way with a conventional computer system in which a database management system coordinates the management of data and communicates with the users. Database machines can be inserted in a computer system to manage LSDS, because they can be used to manage some of the operations of the processing/storage component. In this case, however, the software of the conventional computer system has to support all the peculiarities of the information that the LSDS manages.

All database machines can be inserted in class C2, but they can be further divided into classes of database machine architectures, as in References 35 and 36, where their general performance is comprehensively evaluated for the first time. In fact, the other evaluations that have been presented earlier are for a specific machine only; in Reference 37 the RAP database machine performance, and in Reference 39 the DataBase Computer (DBC) performance.

Survey and performance evaluation references to most database machines are found in References 7 and 36. Some references to other database machines are found in References 41—44 (for the Sabre database computer) and Reference 45 (for the Pritton-Lee Intelligent Database Machine (IDM)).

Content-addressable file store (CAFS)

The content-addressable file store (CAFS) has been
designed and constructed by International Computers Limited (ICL). It is well documented in the literature, some of the most useful being References 46–52. The CAFS can be included in the C2 class of the functional classification proposed above.

CAF S is available on the market in its third generation. It is one of the few devices of its kind that is available for purchase, because nearly all of the special-purpose hardware devices that can be recognised as C2 or C3 devices are prototypes and have been developed more as research vehicles.

CAF S is a special-purpose computer that is able to process a limited number of data management operations at hardware level; it must always be connected and cooperate with a traditional computer system. This is because CAF S operates under the logical control of a database management system that is resident in a conventional computer system. This means that CAF S has been developed to be inserted in systems of DBMS-1, DBMS-2 and DBMS+D/DS types only; it has not been developed to be inserted as a component of a computer system to manage LDS S. The operations performed by this hardware are some of the most common necessities in the management of data, and these operations are implemented through software in normal database management systems. CAF S removes the first application of the 90/10 rule for the systems depicted on the left of the dotted line in Figure 1. The insertion of a device of this kind in a conventional computer system has been shown to be advantageous when very large applications have to be managed.

It is important to note that some of the features of CAF S seem to assist in the implementation of LDS S; for example, the capability for making comparisons, at hardware level, on the roots of terms (an important functional characteristic that was discussed above), or an indexing method implemented in CAF S at hardware level, effective for very large applications, that produces the results of an inverted file organization without the disadvantages of the generation and maintenance of the list directories. The insertion of CAF S in a computer system to be used for the LDS S type could be a very interesting feature, as discussed above.

Intelligent file store (IFS)

The intelligent file store is a database machine under development at the Computer Science Department of the University of Manchester, UK. The designers of IFS have considered the structure of the information to be managed with machine support to be a central architectural problem. This approach is very modern, and is a hopeful sign for future complete implementations of LDS S. It is a characteristic that differentiates the IFS architecture from the database machine prototype that has been completed recently.

The IFS architecture is based on a specific data model; the hardware has been designed to manage the data represented by the binary relational model (BRM) directly.

The BRM was chosen because the relationships between the data it services can be directly implemented in the hardware.

It is necessary to examine software in order to view the management of the data in other data models, and it is possible to foresee that this should not be too onerous. A database management system could be used in a computer system incorporating a database machine of IFS type, where the data would be processed by BRM, but the system must have mapping and management programs for different data models so that the user could use the data model most suitable for the application data. In this way the user would not be confined to the use of a single data model, as in most current database management systems.

IFS has not been designed to be drastically different from present database machines, but it presents some innovative characteristics. IFS can be classified as a C2 device, but it has to be considered a second generation database machine, because its architecture is closer to a new generation computer than the previous database machines.

IFS has been designed for insertion into an architecture to support applications by means of DBMS-1, DBMS-2 and DBMS+D/DS types, but it is also believed that IFS could be inserted in a computer system to be used for the management of LDS S, because of its flexibility in the representation of the structure of information.

Fact system

The fact system deviates from the architecture of conventional computer systems and cannot be identified with class C2 of the proposed functional classification. In fact, the architectural design of this system consists of two parts, a new data structure and a computer system designed to manage it.

The new data structure is based on the 'fact' (from which the name of the system derives) as a basic unit; a fact being the smallest independent item of information. A fact is a quadruple of:

- a unique identifier of the quadruple, the fact number,
- a subject,
- a relationship,
- an object.

Each fact must be unique and represents a simple relationship. It is possible to represent every level of complexity of information with different combinations of several facts. This is the basic concept on which the fact system and its architecture is founded. It can easily be seen that this system is far removed from conventional architecture; in fact, the design of this machine has been studied in an attempt to overcome the problem of information representation, and it could be used for the implementation of a knowledge representation method. This system can then be considered a possible candidate for support of the implementation of LDS S, and can be considered to be in the C3 class of the proposed classification.

The fact system was designed in the Department of
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Computer Science of the University of Strathclyde\textsuperscript{64}. A prototype is not yet available, but the design project includes different hardware levels to perform functions of varying degrees of complexity; from level 0, that has to manage a binary relational system, to the complexity of level 3, which can manage different levels of quadruples. The fact system is programmed to deal with problems at the highest level of quadruples.

New generation computer systems

The term 'new generation' computer systems has been introduced recently to replace the previous term 'fifth generation', in order to identify and clearly underline the main target of a project launched in Japan for the construction of architecturally new computer systems. Some of the devices that are being developed in the USA and in Europe have similarities with the machines envisaged by the Japanese project; the fact system and IFS are, in some respects, two examples of these machines. This Japanese project is unique, however, and in fact is the only national project for the construction of computer systems suitable for future applications such as the LDS, defined above.

At present, the project can be examined in a limited manner only, because it is still in the design phase, and the available documents\textsuperscript{35, 36} show only the main targets of the project and the main research routes the Japanese are prepared to follow. Pertinent to the discussion in this paper are References 57–63.

The first of such computer systems is expected to be ready for the early 1990s. The final targets of the project are very ambitious; in fact, the computer systems are oriented to incorporate a knowledge representation method and therefore to manage all the different types of LDS. The main subcomponents that are under development to build these systems are:

- the inference and problem-solving component,
- knowledge base machine,
- various intelligent interfaces.

CONCLUSIONS

The paper has illustrated some of the functions that have to be incorporated in the special-purpose hardware of the future for the implementation of effective LDS, where an LDS is a system that has to manage a higher percentage of paradata (descriptions of the information content of the application entities) and a lower percentage of data (descriptions of external characteristics of the application entities). The study concentrated on the functionalities and characteristics of LDS. The still unresolved problems for the implementation of effective LDS have also been underlined. There is the necessity for more suitable hardware to deal with nonnumerical problems, as has been shown, but some underestimated problems relating to the nature of LDS have also been illustrated and need to be resolved.

A functional classification of current special-purpose hardware devices has been introduced and used to identify some of the machines that are under development. It has been shown that some of these machines permit researchers to foresee the implementation of some effective LDS in the 1990s.
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